
VIBRANT COLORS WITH ENHANCED WATER-BASED TECHNOLOGY
 

Durável water based semi-transparent stains In-Fluence the color of natural concrete and cement-based overlay  
systems to create beautiful one of a kind surfaces. In-Fluence stains are enhanced with a revolutionary bonding agent 
to increase the durability of the color prior to application of the topcoat. In-Fluence contains no acrylics; most other 
concrete stains include acrylics which can inhibit the topcoat bond to the substrate.  In-Fluence stains can be mixed 
together or applied in multiple layers that enhance the beauty of concrete, or to replicate materials like stone, slate, 
wood and many other natural surfaces! In-Fluence color formulas have been blended to create mottled surfaces even 
when using a single color for application. Available in both concentrate and ready-to-use formulas.

STAIN ATTRIBUTES 

 Strong and Vibrant Colors that can be Sprayed, Brushed, or Sponged in Layers or Blended Together

 Enhanced Bonding Agent to Assist Color Retention Prior to Topcoat

 Blend of Water-Based Colors Used on Flat or Textured Surfaces to Create a Unique Mottled Finish

 24 Essential Colors to Beautify Natural Concrete or Create the Appearance of Stone, Slate, Wood and More
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STANDARD COLOR CHART

NOTE: All colors shown are intended to show the approximate color of finish, choices, and ranges. DO NOT use this chart as a final selection. Final colors are affected by  
site conditions and installation processes as well as the tone of the concrete. Durável recommends making final selections from job specific samples made in the field.

LEATHER

AMBER

CARIBBEAN

DOLPHIN

JASPER

PECAN

SUNSET MAPLE

AQUAMARINE

CHESTNUT

FOG

LATTE

SKY BLUE

WHITE

BATTLESHIP

COFFEE

GOLDENROD

MAHOGANY

STEEL

WILLOW

CARAMEL

DENIM

HAZEL

MIDNIGHT

STORM CLOUD


